
Customer identification with 
voice biometrics technology 
in Contact Centres

Just be you!>

 With just 3 seconds of speech

In any language 

Independent of text 

Maximise conversion 

Reduce your AHT by 45".

For real.



We were born with the purpose of guaranteeing 
people’s right to use their real identities in the 
digital and physical world. 

We have a vision of a passwordless and keyless 
future, where people are recognized privately, 
securely and voluntarily for who they are.

Just be you!

Your identity, 
your security

Identity verification made simple

Veridas manifesto
Read our mission

OBJECTIVE

https://veridas.com/en/about-us/
https://veridas.com/en/about-us/


Identity verification made simpleWHERE WE ARE

 A team of more than 150 highly qualified 
people spread across Europe, Latin America, 
and the United States, with its roots in 
Navarre, Spain, where our headquarters are 
located.

More than 60 
million identities 
verified
More than 150 clients 
worldwide San Francisco

Ciudad de México

Bogotá

Pamplona (HQ)

Madrid



Veridas facial and voice 
biometric authentication
technologies enable:

AHT reduction > Cost optimisation

Improved user experience 
Any language, any text, easy, inclusive

Maximum verification security 
Prevent and detect identity fraud

Maximise conversion
With authentication rates higher than 99%.

Compliant with state and European regulations

Omnichannel communication strategy

 
· Low security.  Easy to hack.

· Easy to forget.

PASSWORDS

 
· Low security. Easy impersonation.

· Long procedure (30-45 “ on 
average) and unfriendly.

KNOWLEDGE-BASED VERIFICATION

 
· Average securiy Measure applied on 
the same device that has been 
potentially stolen.

· It requires the same device to be 
carried.

TOKENIZE METHOD

 
· High security >99,9% accuracy and 
anti-fraud detection.

· User-friendly.

BIOMETRIC AUTHENTICATION

USER EXPERIENCE                                              SECURITY

Identity verification made simpleCONTEXT

SOMETHING 
YOU KNOW

SOMETHING 
YOU HAVE

SOMETHING 
YOU ARE

USER EXPERIENCE                                              SECURITY

USER EXPERIENCE                                              SECURITY

USER EXPERIENCE                                              SECURITY



How does the contact centre industry verify its customers?

Long (and costly) processes
30-45 seconds on average per call

Transparent processes
0 seconds (passive authentication)

Multi-channel
Impossibility of applying a single method to all channels

Omnichannel
Integrates with any channel (telephone, chat, App, etc.)

Presumptive identity
Phrases, questions, passwords, etc.

Real identity
Your face or voice

Compromised security
Easy to impersonate identity

Maximum security
Accuracy +99.9% + recorded or synthetic voice detection

Knowledge Based
Verification (KBV) Voice biometrics (Veridas)

Identity verification made simpleCONTEXT



IDENTITY VERIFICATION PLATFORM by Veridas

CUSTOMER ONBOARDING USER AUTHENTICATION FRAUD PREVENTION

Registering new customers Contracting of new products and services Detection of duplicate 
identities in customer 
databases

Registration of new customers 
in store

Biometric access to the App
(HTML or Native)

Detection of existing 
customers on blacklists

Recovery of abandonments 
and KOs in online registration 
processes

Biometric access to Customer 
Private Area

Customer identification in 
chat
(Web, WhatsApp, Telegram, etc.)

Digitization existing identity 
documents

Identification of customers in 
virtual assistants
(Alexa, Google Now, Siri, etc.)

Transparent authentication in 
Call Centres

Renewal of expired identity 
documents

> SIM card duplication 
> SIM card activation
> Pre-paid balance top-up
> Extension of contracted plans

> Acquisition of new telephone lines
> Rental or purchase of audio-visual prepaid 
content (movies, games, series, etc.)
> …

Identity verification made simpleUSE CASES



Proof of life
with voice biometrics

AIM
BBVA Mexico needed to provide millions of 
pensioners with an alternative process to 
provide proof of life and avoid having to visit 
the bank branch twice a year.

The objective was to verify identity remotely, 
avoiding possible identity fraud, using the 
means already available to a pensioner (e.g., 
telephone).

SUCCESS

More than 80,000 pensioners 
registered with a success rate 
of +99.9%.

More than 100,000 pensioner 
authentications with a 97.5% 
success rate.

Financial inclusion of senior 
citizens and other ethnic 
groups with different 
languages.

SOLUTIONS
· Voice authentication.

· Proof of life.

"Pensioners are very grateful 
because they don't have to travel to 
give proof of life or memorise a 
phrase. Traditional identity 
verification processes are not 
inclusive of people who have health 
problems or difficulties. We are 
making their life easier."

Cynthia Méndez,
Head of Pension Management

Access to 
customer portal 
with selfie

Voice 
authentication in 
call centre

Watch interview

Identity verification made simpleSUCCESS STORIES

Read more success 
stories>>

https://veridas.com/en/success-stories/bbva-case-proof-of-life-with-voice-biometrics/
https://veridas.com/en/success-stories/


Passive authentication 
in contact centers

AIM
Reduce the average handling time (AHT) 
through a shorter identification method than 
the current process, which takes about 45-60 
seconds.

Provide customers with an easier and safer 
interaction every time they call the contact 
centre.

SUCCESS

More than 70,000 registered 
customers, with an 
acceptance rate of 65%.

More than 210,000 
authentications, with a 
conversion rate of more than 
70%.

100% automated process with 
minimal impact on existing 
flow.

SOLUTIONS
· Voice authentication.

European energy 
company

Identity verification made simpleSUCCESS STORIES

Access to 
customer portal 
with selfie

Voice 
authentication in 
call centre

Read more success 
stories>>

https://veridas.com/en/success-stories/


Platform based on 
strong and private 
authentication

AIM
Implement a unique and secure omnichannel 
communication strategy for your customers 
that enhances the UX.

SUCCESS
Improvement in the UX.
Greater security.
Cost savings in identity verification.
Omnichannel and cross-channel 
experience.

SOLUTIONS
· Voice authentication.

Deutsche 
Telekom slide 
show detailing 
why it has chosen 
Veridas biometric 
technology to 
authenticate its 
customers' digital 
identities.
Veridas biometric 
technology to 
authenticate the 
digital identity of 
their customers.

No other solution on the market provided us with the same user experience quality, thanks to the 
minimal time required for registration and verification, while guaranteeing such a high level of 

accuracy with minimal error rates

Bernhard Hochstätter,
Executive Product Manager of Deutsche Telekom

Watch webinar

Identity verification made simpleSUCCESS STORIES

Access to 
customer portal 
with selfie

Voice 
authentication in 
call centre

Read more success 
stories>>

https://veridas.com/en/watch-webinar-voice-biometrics/
https://veridas.com/en/success-stories/


Read more success 
stories>>

Digital customer 
onboarding and selfie 
access to the portal

AIM
Deliver more services digitally and remotely 
while maintaining security, trust, and ease of 
use.

SUCCESS
Improved user experience. 

Increase in the number of customer registrations. 

Increased security.

Competitive advantage in the sector.

SOLUTIONS
· Digital onboarding.
      - Document verification
      - Facial biometrics

· Native and HTML facial authentication.

Access to 
customer portal 
with selfie

Voice 
authentication in 
call centre

Identity verification made simpleSUCCESS STORIES

https://veridas.com/en/success-stories/


Identity verification made simpleSOLUTIONS

Identity 
verification

No human 
interaction required.

Improve conversion 
funnels. Always.

Reduce costs.

Improve user 
experience.

Prevent and detect 
fraud.

Comply with all legal 
regulations.

Voice 
authentication

Verify with just 3 
seconds of speech.

Language 
independent.

Text independent.

Evaluated by NIST.

Face 
authentication

Biometric engine 
evaluated by NIST.

Cloud-based 
authentication API.

Anti-spoofing 
Technology and 
certified liveness 
detection 
technology.

Real Identity 
360º Platform 

Access 
management 
platform.

Governance and 
border control.

Omnichannel: 
employees, 
visitors, 
spectators…

Identity 
management.

READ MORE READ MORE READ MORE READ MORE

https://veridas.com/en/digital-onboarding/
https://veridas.com/en/voice-biometric-authentication/
https://veridas.com/en/face-biometric-authentication/
https://das-gate.com/en/


Identity verification made simpleVOICE BIOMETRICS

NIST evaluated (#2 in the world-SRE’21)

SECONDS FOR 
AUTHENTICATION

Try it out on 
Telegram!

DEVELOPED IN

Multiplatform by design!

3
LANGUAGE

INDEPENDENT

ABC
TEXT

INDEPENDENT

             No other solution on the market provided us with the 
             same user experience quality, thanks to the minimal time 
required   for registration and verification, while guaranteeing 
such a high level of accuracy with minimal error rates."

BERNHARD HOCHSTÄTTER
EXECUTIVE PRODUCT MANAGER

https://veridas.com/en/telegram-demo/


Identity verification made simpleCOMPLIANCE AND CERTIFICATIONS

Veridas was born with the 
utmost commitment to 
quality, reliability, regulation, 
and regulatory compliance.

When dealing about PII we 
take it very seriously, and it’s a 
competitive differential.

We submit our technologies to the 
highest international standards, such 
as NIST (National Institute of Standards 
and Technology), for facial and voice 
biometric verification.

In addition, at Veridas, we evaluate our 
technological  solutions and comply 
with the SEPBLAC requirements  and 
the CCN-STIC-140 Guide (within the 
requirements of the eIDAS 
Regulation), as accredited by Dekra  
Testing & Certification.

At Veridas, we have obtained the ISO 27001 
certificates in information security systems in 
terms of information  security. We have now 
added the certificate of  compliance with the 
National Security Scheme (ENS).

In addition, we comply with current data 
protection  regulations, such as the 
European General Data  Protection 
Regulation (GDPR), the California Consumer 
Privacy Act (CCPA), and the regulations of 
the different countries in which our 
customers and partners operate.

We hold certification ISO9001 on Quality 
Management System (QMS). This ensures 
our ability to provide products and services 
that meet customer and regulatory 
requirements.
     

ISO 30107 iBeta level 2 PAD certified for  
Liveness Detection verification.
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www.veridas.com

https://veridas.com/

